ABSTRACT. The invariance under operation A of the families of sets having the classical Baire property, of Lebesgue measurable sets, and of Marczewski sets is established in a unified manner.
Marczewski has formulated a general theorem which simultaneously implies the invariance under the set-theoretical operation A of the family of Lebesgue measurable sets and the family of sets having the classical Baire property (see [18, 19] and, for related matters, [5-8, 12-15, 18, 22] ). In [21] Marczewski further established the invariance under operation A of a new family of sets, which we call Marczewski sets, but utilized a different method of proof. By a suitable modification of Marczewski's general argument we unify these three results here and establish the invariance under operation A for any category base.
For the relevant definitions and properties of category bases used below see [11] . For additional classifications of sets invariant under operation A see [10] .
THEOREM. The family of sets having the Baire property with respect to any category base is invariant under operation A. for all v G Z and all k G N, we obtain a determinant system of sets S'v ." having the Baire property which satisfies this inclusion and whose nucleus is also S.)
In order to show that S has the Baire property it suffices to show that if A is any region in which S is abundant everywhere, then A -S is a meager set. Assume therefore that A is such a region. \k=l a J where a varies over all sequences a = (v\t..., v^) G N* for each k G N. Now, the totality of sets Qa is countable. Hence, in order to show that A -S is a meager set, we have only to show Q and all the sets Qa are meager sets. Suppose Q is not meager. Being a subset of A, the set Q is abundant everywhere in a region B C A. From the inclusion S C U^Li Tn and the fact that S is abundant in B, it follows that there is an index ni such that Tni is abundant in B. There is then a subregion A of S in which T", is abundant everywhere. According to the definition of the family Mn , there exists a region M G Mn such that N C\M contains a region C in which Tni is abundant everywhere. As Tn¡ c Sni, the set Sni is also abundant everywhere in G. Now, we have which implies 5", PI C C Rm C l^J Rm, 
